
 

 Adding a Door Position Sensor (DPS) to an Existing Door Control Module (DCM) 

 

You can use the app to guide you through the process of adding a DPS.   

1. From the dashboard screen (that shows your doors), press the blue (+) button at the top right of 

the screen and choose “Door” from the list of options.   

2. Next, choose the selection “Door Position Sensor for Existing Retrofit Device”.   

3. Follow the instructions in the app to continue adding a door position sensor to your existing 

retrofit kit.   You can have 3 door position sensors total per retrofit kit. 

If you are not using the app, the process of pairing another door position sensor (DPS) to the door 

control module (DCM) will look like this:  

1. Press and a hold down an unlit DOOR button on the DCM until you hear a beep.  The light above 

that DOOR button will begin flashing blue indicating that the door button is ready to be paired 

with a DPS. (Note - the button you choose should not be currently associated with another door; 

should not already be backlit with a blue LED).   

 

2. While the LED above the DOOR button is flashing blue, press and hold the button on the DPS 

until the blue LED on the DPS begins flashing slowly (about once per second).  This indicates that 

the DPS is ready to be paired with a DOOR button on the DCM.  

 

3. When the DPS connects to the DOOR button on the DCM, the blue LED on the DPS will turn off 

(this process could be almost immediate or take up to several minutes to complete).  Shortly 

after the blue LED on the DPS shuts off, the blue LED above chosen DOOR button on the DCM 

will turn solid.  This indicates that the DOOR button on the DCM is now associated and 

communicating with the DPS. 

 

Repeat the steps above to have up to 3 Door Position Sensors total for a single Door Control Module. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the process, your DCM should look like the above image – the number of DOOR buttons 

with the blue LED should represent how many DPS (and therefore doors) are connected to the DCM.  

You can have up to 3 DPS total connected to a single DCM product. 

If you require additional assistance, please contact us at 1-866-599-4995 or visit the Aladdin Retrofit Kit 

FAQ section of our website at https://www.geniecompany.com/aladdin-connect-faq-s.  These FAQs 

contain detailed problem/solution scenarios as well as video links to assist you 

(https://www.geniecompany.com/aladdin-connect-installation-videos).  
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